
The ElS states that we will have operational noise; low frequency noise which is shown to affect
some people very severely and can lead to sleep deprivation, depression; cumulative noise;
sleep disturbances; construction noise and vibration; blast activity; road traffic noise; . I note that
Hume states noise levels during out of hours activities will also probably exceed NML but they
will monitor it during night periods....yet again they are assuming unproven data levels...they
admit noise levels will probably be rodb above accepted levels yet what if noise levels are z5 db
above acceptable levels? We do not accept being asked to live with unknown and unacceptable
noise levels.

Another aspect of the project that is given little space in the EIS is the social aspect. I have
watched as many community members have been treated appallingly by Hume Coal in Humers
attempt to get onto properties for exploratory drilling. The upset and anger when neighbours
were taken to court for protecting their properties was palpable. Families had worked fo. many
years improving their properties and were expected to just sit and watch as their properties
going to be destroyed by what I would term "bullying tactics'f from a vast lnternational
Company. The stress placed on these families in particular and also to the community was
outrageous. The fear, anxiety and the uncertainty is something we live with constantly and is
something that Hume has refused to acknowledge.

There is one other aspect that Hume Coal have ignored in regard to Medway specifically. We
were told that as we were very close to the mine that Hume would speak with the Village ..... we
are still waiting for that to happen. lgnoring neighbouring families in this fashion is unacceptable
from a company that has had many years in which to put the Els together.

There are many other aspects of the El5 that do not pass muster with the community. Our area
is based on agriculture, tourism, wineries, our historic Villages, (especially the heritage village of
Berrima) our rural beauty.

We should not be subjected to a mine where the EIS is based on assumptions and where the
major impacts to the community are either minimised or ignored. On allthese grounds I asked
that the Hume Coal Project be rejected.




